TranSend Workshop Touchscreens

Go paperless, improve accuracy and efficiency of your workshops

The absence of clear and accurate insight on maintenance jobs, labour, parts and service inspections negatively impact your workshop efficiency and effectiveness.

Relying on paper records exposes your business to compliance risks, increases costs and prevents you from joining the DVSA Earned Recognition Scheme.

A paperless, more efficient workshop
Our cloud software remove paper processes, saving hours of administration. Your team can focus on getting vehicles back on the road to maximise productivity.

Using touchscreen devices, technicians can record workshop activities and update your TranSend back office in real time. It mitigates against the risk of lost paperwork and improves data accuracy.

Data to maximise asset availability
Manage your workshop from anywhere. With instant access to your key operational data, you can prioritise resources better to address higher risk jobs faster. Helping you to improve safety and minimise vehicle downtime.

Key features
- Drive a paperless workshop to improve sustainability
- Allocate jobs to technicians from wherever you’re working
- Technicians can use touchscreen devices to record and manage activities such as:
  - Repair and maintenance jobs
  - Labour time (clock on/off)
  - Request for, or issue parts (including barcodes)
  - Complete service inspection sheets
  - Defects
  - Complete stock takes (including barcodes)
- Easy to use, robust design for use within a workshop environment
- Measure technician productivity per job
- Add new defect found on inspection
- Record odometer readings
- View outstanding defects and add to job
- View full history of vehicle maintenance.

Why choose TranSend Workshop Touchscreens?
- Optimise workshop activity with real-time performance data
- Reduce vehicle downtime
- Maximise technician productivity
- Minimise risk; reduce outstanding vehicle defects
- Increases revenue for a commercial operation (faster job processing and instant customer invoicing)
- Significantly reduce administration
- Eliminate paper records to remove risk of lost paperwork and improve accuracy.